BALANCING CHEMICAL EQUATIONS USING SANDWICH MAKING COMPUTER SIMULATION GAMES AS A SUPPORTING TEACHING METHOD
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Abstract

Writing and balancing equations of chemical reactions is one of the most difficult elements of chemistry education for students, which is why it was decided to analyse part of the process which is the most difficult. The process itself consists of multiple stages. It is important to highlight that the focus of research was not only on balancing the chemical equations. This stage can be independent of chemical skills and knowledge and is based on combinatorial and mathematical skills.

The aim of the research was to examine whether using computer simulations can help younger children to balance chemical equations before they start to learn chemistry by using the psychological theory of transfer. It was decided first to teach children how to “make sandwiches” using a computer simulation game. When they have mastered in this activity, they can balance chemical equations. If the children learned how many pieces of cheese, ham and bread would be necessary to “make sandwiches” they began to learn how to balance chemical equations. The children were acquainted with the elements of chemical knowledge necessary to understand the simulation, and then they worked independently with it. Tests were carried out to check the acquired level of ability to balancing chemical equations.

The obtained results proved that the balancing of the simple equation of reaction was mastered by over 50% of the children tested.

It seems, therefore, a good solution that elements of reconciliation of chemical reaction equations should be introduced at an earlier stage of education, for example during maths lessons.
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Introduction

The experiences of teachers notice that majority of students have difficulty comprehending chemistry. This dislike for chemistry may lead to a decision to pursue studies that do not include chemistry (or chemistry related subjects) in their curriculum (Rius-Alonso & Gonzalez Quesada, 2015). It seems that one of the most difficult elements in learning chemistry is writing and balancing equations of chemical reactions. This is due to several reasons:

- The first of these is the number of subsequent elementary activities that the student must perform to correctly write and balance on the chemical reaction equation. As research conducted in our team shows, the number of elementary steps with a typical double replacement reaction is over 40 (Cieślą & Paśko, 2006; Haduch & Paśko, 1999; Nodzyńska & Paśko, 2008, 2010; Paśko & Jyż-Kuroś, 2008a; 2008b). It is too difficult for many students.

- The second factor hindering students from acquiring the ability to write and balance equations of chemical reaction is the fact that students find it very difficult to make connections between what they observe in the world around them (macroscopic properties) and the sub-microscopic world of particles, atoms and subatomic units. Yet in order to make sense of the macroscopic properties, chemists switch to the sub-microscopic scale where they use explanatory models to try and explain their observations. Balancing of chemical reaction requires students to move freely on three levels:
  - of the macro world - the world of observed chemical reactions;
  - micro world - the world of chemical individuals and their transformations, which allows us to explain the processes taking place;
  - the world of symbolism (and mathematics) allowing to write equations of chemical reactions.

Research (Schurmeier, Shepler, Lautenschlager, & Atwood, 2011) also explains why the ability to write and balance chemical reactions is so difficult for many students. During 10 years of research, these scholars identified 8 issues that cause students learning problems. Among them are 3 topics, knowledge of which is necessary for students in the process of writing and balancing equations of chemical reactions. These are:

- particulate nature of matter,
- molecular image problems,
- the mole concept.

Therefore, it can be added that the main problem with writing and balancing equations of chemical reactions is the complexity and multistage character of this process.

Problem of Research

The process of writing and balancing equations of chemical reaction is considered difficult and it consists of more than 40 steps, which is why it was decided to ‘disassemble’ this process into smaller parts and to examine whether it is possible to teach its individual elements separately. The purpose of this action was to check which activities in this process are the most difficult. As the first element, it was decided to examine the process of balancing the already written reaction equations. This process is independent of the students’ chemical knowledge and is based on the skills of logical thinking, the foundations of mathematics and combinatorics. In order to ensure that previously acquired knowledge in the field of chemistry had no influence on research (to avoid the negative transfer effect, stimulus generalization and proactive and retroactive inhibition) primary school students were selected for the research, i.e. students who had not yet studied chemistry. Due to the young age of students (9-12 years)
to learn how to balance the equations of chemical reactions, it was decided to use computer simulations based on the principles of gaming.

The process of balancing equations of chemical reactions should not be difficult for students from the point of view of mathematics and logic (apart from the complexed equations of oxidation and reduction reactions). For example, in maths classes children can be taught to reconcile equations of chemical reactions before they start to learn chemistry. It was decided to examine whether positive educational transfer can be used to teach balancing equations of chemical reaction. So it was decided to check: would the teaching of students “how to make sandwiches” help them how to balance equations of chemical reaction.

**Research Focus**

The justification for why the ability to write and balance equations of chemical reactions is so important can be found in the 2015 edition of the *Chemistry Education: Best Practices, Opportunities and Trends* handbook (García-Martínez, Serrano-Torregrosa, & Atkins, 2015). The basic of teaching of chemistry in higher and highest level is balancing on chemical reaction. Chemical equations of chemical mass balances are one of the most important issues. Chemical reaction is the process that one of more substances is converting into a new group of compounds. Equalization is required to react, because in chemical reaction atoms are neither re-created what nor destroyed. Similarly Bergquist and Heikkinen (1990, p. 1000) wrote: “Yet equilibrium is fundamental to student understanding of other chemical topic such as acid and base behaviour, oxidation - reduction reactions, solubility. Master of equilibrium facilitates the mastery of these other chemical concepts.”

Agarwal (2004) draws attention to the importance of the ability to write and balance equations of chemical reactions in the process of learning chemistry but also writes about the difficulties students experience when writing and balancing equations of chemical reactions. Particular attention is paid to the “mathematical” cause of these difficulties: The teacher probably finds that some learners are almost incapable of writing correct equations. Increasing familiarity with symbols, formulas and equations makes it necessary to warn pupils that merely to be able to balance equations correctly is not learning Chemistry. Equations must be used as tools, and it must be understood that each symbol represents a definite weight of an element, and that the volumes of gases reacting and produced in an equation are clearly conveyed by their coefficients. It is advisable for the learner to work out a number of suitable arithmetical problems. At first the arithmetical operations involved should be as simple as possible. At every stage the problems should be connected with the pupil’s own work and whenever possible with everyday problems. Indeed the solution of suitable problems increases the pupil’s knowledge of Chemistry, and makes him realize the advantages of teaming the use of equations.

Although, as shown above, the ability to write and balance equations of chemical reactions is necessary in the process of learning chemistry, many students have problems with this issue, as shown by numerous publications on the subject. E.g. Chandrasegaran, Treagust, Waldrip, and Chandrasegaran (2009) described the research - to investigate the understanding of the limiting reagent concept and the strategies used by students when solving four reaction stoichiometry problems. Students’ written problem-solving strategies were studied using the think-aloud protocol during problem-solving, and retrospective verbalisations after each activity. Kern, Wood, Roehrig, and Nyachwaya (2010) made descriptive analysis of U.S. high schools students’ particulate representations of a chemical reaction, specifically, the combustion of methane. Naah and Sanger (2012) identify student misconceptions and difficulties in writing symbolic-level balanced equations for dissolving ionic compounds in water. Cokadar and Hulusi (2013) described the difficulties of Turkish students writing chemical formulas of reaction products and also Marias (2014) described the difficulties of students from South Africa with an
understanding of the molecular level of chemical equations. The amount and popularity of video tutorials showing students how to write and balance equations of chemical reactions contained, for example in Khan Academy, or on the YouTube channel (see Table 1) shows the importance of this problem, too.

### Table 1. Numbers and popularity of video tutorials showing students how to write and balance of chemical reactions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The title of the video tutorial</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Creation date</th>
<th>Number of views</th>
<th>Website address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Balancing Chemical Equations</td>
<td>Khan Academy</td>
<td>7 years ago</td>
<td>2 070 313</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RnGu3xOZ2h74">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RnGu3xOZ2h74</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing Ionic Formulas: Introduction</td>
<td>Tyler DeWitt</td>
<td>4 years ago</td>
<td>1 165 741</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=URc75hoKQLY">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=URc75hoKQLY</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balancing Chemical Equations - Chemistry Tutorial</td>
<td>The Chemistry Solution</td>
<td>6 years ago</td>
<td>1 033 721</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UGf60kq_ZDI">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UGf60kq_ZDI</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balancing chemical equations - Chemical reactions and stoichiometry - Chemistry</td>
<td>Khan Academy</td>
<td>2 years ago</td>
<td>968 758</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TUuABq9SBBM">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TUuABq9SBBM</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equilibrium: Crash Course Chemistry #28</td>
<td>Crash Course</td>
<td>3 years ago</td>
<td>874 442</td>
<td><a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5SwNg_dKsYY">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5SwNg_dKsYY</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: (The first 5 video tutorials in terms of number of views - for a total of 72,300 for the query “Balancing chemical equations” - access date 03/08/2017).

In many publications, as a remedy for the above-described difficulties of students, it can be suggested using, for example visualization of chemical processes at the micro world level (Belford & Moore, 2016; Ben-Zvi, Eylon, & Silberstein, 1987; Bilek, Cieśla, Nodzyńska, Paśko, & Paśko, 2006b; Chang, Quintana, & Krajciej, 2010; Garnett, Hackling, & Oliver, 1996; Hsin-Yi Chang & Shi-Fang Tzeng, 2017; Hsin-Yi Chang, Zhihui H. Zhang, & Shuyuan Chang, 2014; Jones & Kelly, 2015; Moore, 2016; Rosenthal & Sanger, 2012, 2013) or virtual laboratories (Ramirez & Macias, 2013). Numerous articles also confirmed the impact of computer simulations (Lamanaukas, 2011) on understanding the process of writing and balancing chemical equations (Sarabando, Cravino, & Soares, 2016), many of which relate to the PhET simulation (Carpenter, Moore, & Perkins, 2016a; 2016b; Clark & Chamberlain, 2014; Ganasen & Shamuganathan, 2017; Lancaster, Moore, Parson, & Perkins, 2013; Moore, Chamberlain, Parson, & Perkins, 2014; Padilla et al., 2016).

However, other researchers propose the use of mathematical algorithms to balance chemical reaction equations (Ceyhun & Karagolge, 2009; Nyachwaya, Warfa, Roehrig, & Schneider, 2014).

It is widely believed that chemistry as an object requiring abstract thinking, can be taught only at later stages of education (ISCED-2), but research shows that the process of teaching chemistry at earlier stages is possible. For example, in studies conducted by our team in Poland and the Czech Republic (Bilek, Cieśla, Nodzyńska, Paśko, & Paśko, 2006a) it has been proved that it is possible to teach children from elementary school to build ionic structures of inorganic compounds and in next research (Bilek, Cieśla, Nodzyńska, Paśko, & Paśko, 2006b) it has been proved that it is possible to teach children from elementary school the understanding of the natural phenomena in the micro-world level using appropriate visualization techniques (ISCED-1). The possibility of teaching children’s chemistry at ISCED-0/1 level was also examined (Moskal & Nodzyńska, 2014).
Studies conducted by Rius-Alonso and Gonzalez Quezada (2015) also describe the teaching of chemistry through simple chemical experiments of up to 2-3 year-old children (ISCED-0). They teach children chemistry by present in everyday events of life as: the change of colour with a natural colorant; changing the pH, from lemon, to water, to detergent; how to produce large bubbles; why an egg when is dropped in a glass of water sinks but when salt is added it floats.

It can therefore be assumed that the age of children aged 9-12 is a suitable age for carrying out the planned research. In these studies, the following research question was posed: whether the skill of “making sandwiches” will positively affect the ability to balance chemical reactions.

The purpose of this empirical research was to check whether it is possible to introduce the teaching of balancing of chemical reaction equations as a single element in maths lessons in the 3rd – 5th grades of primary school.

In the research, it was decided to use a psychological theory of transfer in learning (Healy & Wohldmann, 2012; Salaken, Khosravi, Nguyen, & Nahavandi, 2019). This idea was introduced by Thorndike and Woodworth (1901). They explored, among others, how “improvement in one mental function” could influence at another (similar) mental function. As a result, it was decided to use the PhET simulation “Reactants, Products and Leftovers”. In this simulation pupils first, learn a simple activity, known to them from everyday life - they learn to “make sandwiches”. And then, after mastering this activity by the children, the transfer of learning was used to teach children to balancing chemical equations. Using the Schunk taxonomy (2004), it can be stated that the studies were based on the following types of transfer:

- far (little overlap between situations, original and transfer settings are dissimilar),
- positive (what is learned in one context enhances learning in a different setting),
- horizontal (knowledge of a previous topic is not essential but helpful to learn a new topic),
- figural (use some aspect of general knowledge to think or learn about a problem).

**Research Question**

Main research question was formulated: Can the use of computer simulation game help younger children to balance chemical equations before they start to learn chemistry?

**Methodology of Research**

**General Background**

The process of learning to balancing chemical equations was supported by the use of visual models in form of computer simulation game. The use of this simulation allowed the student to start from the activities known to the student from everyday life in a macro world (making sandwiches), then go through the world of models (molecules of chemical compounds) to the world of chemical symbolism (mathematical record of the reaction equation).

Experimental design was used for the research. The research tool was a question sheet and children’s questioning lasted 45 minutes for each of the groups surveyed.

In the research, a computer simulation was designed and implemented in classes with children of the “University of Children and Parents UP Krakow” and the “Children’s University in Wadowice”. Mathematical ability to balance equations of reactions was evaluated using pre-test and post-tests.

The research was conducted in the academic year 2016/2017 and covered children from 8 to 12 years of age. The children did not learn chemistry yet.
Sample Selection

There are many educational activities for children at the Pedagogical University of Krakow. Two groups of children were selected for the research, who attended the so-called Children’s universities. These children have similar interests and are of comparable age. Children from 8 to 12 years of age from two children’s universities took part in the research. Krakow and Wadowice were selected for the research due to the decidedly different character of both cities. Krakow is the second city in Poland with proximately one million inhabitants (Agaciak, 2010; Główny Urząd Statystyczny, 2014) and Wadowice is a small city with 18,516 inhabitants (Urząd Miejski w Wadowicach, n.d.). Group of 91 children from two children’s universities participated in the research: 38 children of the “University of Children and Parents of the Pedagogical University of Krakow” and 53 children of the “Children’s University in Wadowice”. Children from the University of Children and Parents from Krakow were children of the academic staff of the Pedagogical University, while the children from the Wadowice University of Children were children of small entrepreneurs and farmers. Researchers informed participants of the research about the purpose of research in a simple and non-technical language, they informed about potential benefits or risks. The children’s parents agreed to carry out research (World Health Organization, 2011).

Experimental Treatment

The simulation “Reactants, Products and Leftovers” from https://phet.colorado.edu/ was chosen as a tool. A PhET Interactive simulation is a project at the University of Colorado Boulder. It is an open educational resource.

Using the simulation, children were able to create their own sandwiches (consisting of bread, cheese and ham), they can check how many ingredients are needed to create different number of sandwiches, how many sandwiches will be made with the given amount of ingredients. Then they can compare the process of creating sandwiches to the process of balancing of chemical reaction equations. Work cards and instructions that were given to the children were placed in the appendix.

Instrument and Procedures

According to the research design (see Figure 1), children participating in the research took a pre-test in order to characterize their knowledge regarding balancing of chemical reaction.

Figure 1. Sequence of activities during classes.

The research was carried out in the building of the Pedagogical University in Krakow. The activities of children were conducted by the same person. The main hypothesis of the conducted research was:

$H_1$ - The use of computer simulation, which is based on educational transfer, allows children aged 8-12 to understand the ideas of balancing chemical equations.
Research hypotheses:

H_a - The results of children from different social and educational backgrounds are different.
H_b - The results achieved by children affect interest in the subject.
H_c - Due to the identical logical and mathematical actions needed to “make sandwiches” as well as balancing equations of chemical reactions, there are no statistically significant differences in children’ performance regarding both activities.

Pre-test and Post-test

The pre-test and post-test contained identical tasks. The test to check the ability to “make sandwiches” using a computer game and to balance the equations of chemical reactions contained four open questions. Two of them concerned the skills of making sandwiches and two of them balancing the equations of reaction. The task of the children was to enter numbers in the empty space in the text.

I. If you use 8 slices of bread, 5 pieces of cheese, how many sandwiches [...] will you make? How many and what ‘Leftovers’ will be left to you? bread [...], cheese [...].
II. Make 2 such sandwiches:
III.

![Image of sandwich making]

how many pieces of bread [...], how many hams [...] and how many pieces of cheese [...] would you need to make them?
IV. Build 4 water molecules (H₂O). How many hydrogen molecules (H₂) [...] and oxygen molecules (O₂) [...] do you need to complete this task? If you use 3 molecules of hydrogen (H₂) and 2 molecules of oxygen (O₂) - how many molecules of water (H₂O) will be formed [...]? How many and what ‘Leftovers’ will be left to you? water [...], hydrogen [...], oxygen [...].

Figure 2. Task used in pre-test and post-test.

None of the tested children attempted to solve these tasks in the pre-test. Children found that they never encountered such problems and did not know how to solve them. Even encouragement from the teachers conducting these activities did not help. Therefore, it can be assumed that none of the children has ever encountered this problem - therefore, we assume the children’ initial knowledge at zero level. This situation did not happen again with the post test. All the respondents decided to solve it. Further data analysis concerns only the increase of knowledge - post-test.

After the post-test, children evaluated the simulation used in the classroom (see Figure 3).
EVALUATION

1. Mark how much you liked today’s classes:

2. Select which part of the class was the more interesting:

3. Select which part of the classes was less interesting:

Figure 3. Simple evaluation form of classes for participating children.

Data Analysis

Each answer was evaluated in the following categories: correct - 1 point, incorrect - 0 points. In total, the student could get 12 points:
- six points for two questions about making sandwiches (three points for the first question and three points for the second question),
- six points for two questions regarding the balance of chemical reaction equations (two points for the third question and four points for the fourth question).

The results obtained from the post-test were subjected to statistical analysis. Student’s t-test and two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) were applied. In the analysis of qualitative variables, the $\chi^2$ test was used. Null hypotheses were rejected at the level of significance $p \leq .05$. All calculations were performed using Sigma Plot 11.0.

Results of Research

The first detailed hypothesis was $H_a$ - the results of children from different social and educational backgrounds are different, but conducted statistical analysis using the ANOVA test did not show differences between the tested samples (i.e. children of the “University of Children and Parents from Krakow” and children of the “Children’s University in Wadowice”) due to the type of simulation used for sandwiches ($p = .685$) and for molecules ($p = .941$). We can therefore state that this hypothesis has been rejected. And that in this test, children’ achievements are independent of their place of origin.

Therefore, the results from both trials for individual simulations were combined for further analysis ($n = 91$).

Confirmation or falsification of the next hypothesis ($H_c$ - due to the identical logical and mathematical actions needed to “make sandwiches” as well as balancing equations of chemical reactions there will be no major differences in children’ performance regarding both activities) requires a comparison of the correctness of the answers to questions about the ‘making sandwiches’ and ‘balancing of chemical reaction equations’. Statistical analysis of children’ responses to individual questions (Q1 - Q6 in Figure 4 in Appendix) showed that the percentage of correct answers to questions about ‘making sandwiches’ remained within 64.1% - 74.4%, while the percentage of correct answers regarding ‘balancing of chemical reaction equations’ depended on the type of question (Q7-Q12 in Figure 2 in Appendix). Percentage of correct answers to questions Q7-Q8 and Q9 was stable and remained at a similar level (64.8% - 71.4%) analogically to the questions of making sandwiches. On the other hand, the percentage of correct answers to the next three questions regarding the balance of chemical equations is definitely lower (Q10 - Q12).
Figure 4. Percentage of correct answers to questions in the test.

Summing up this part of the results analysis it can be stated that questions Q1-Q6 regarding ‘making sandwiches’ and questions Q7-Q9 regarding ‘balancing of chemical reactions’ have a similar level of correct answers (between 64.1% - 74.4%). Questions Q11 and Q12 on “balancing of chemical reactions” were more difficult - the level of correct answers is between 54.9% - 57.1%. The most difficult question for children (only 26.4% correct answers) turned out to be question Q10. It concerned the ‘Leftovers’ water in the reaction of water synthesis.

Taking into account the number of tasks and their scores, the respondents could receive from 0 to 6 points in each part of the post-test. The analysis showed that the maximum results from a given part of the test (6 points - all correct answers) were obtained by 44% of children working on simulation making sandwiches. An analogous result for the balancing of chemical reaction equations was received only by 17% of the children tested. This is due to the difficulty of question 10 in the section on balancing of chemical reaction equations.

Analysis using the Student’s t-test showed statistically significant differences between the simulations used ($t = -2.836$, $df = 180$, $p = .005$). The average point score in the post-test for children working on the “sandwich” simulation was 4.3 points (71%), for particles 3.4 points (57%) (Figure 5).
The results showed that the $H_c$ hypothesis is not true, despite the need to perform identical logical and mathematical activities, however, “making sandwiches” was more difficult for children than agreeing on the amount of cheese, bread and ham in “making sandwiches”. In this situation, it is example of the use transfer of education - High Road / Forward Reaching (which means abstracting situations from a learning context to a potential transfer context).

The third hypothesis concerned the satisfaction on the level of learning new content ($H_b$ on the results of children, the interest in the subject). This was examined by comparing the evaluation of classes by children (after the post-test, children were asked questions about the evaluation of both types of simulations and of the general evaluation of the classes) with their results.

A total of 73 respondents rated classes using simulations as interesting, 6 children remained neutral, 1 child did not like the course and 11 children did not answer this question (Table 2). The level of satisfaction with the simulation was compared with the number of points obtained from the test. After analysis using the $\chi^2$ test, it was found that the general assessment of the course did not affect the obtained test result ($\chi^2 = 3.310, df = 2, p = .191$).
Table 2. The results of the class evaluation by the children.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class evaluation by the children</th>
<th>The number of children and the score from the post-test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low (0-4 points)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class evaluation</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A total of 26 children determined that they liked the simulation of ‘making sandwiches’ more, and 18 children indicated that they preferred simulation for ‘balancing chemical equations’. Many children did not answer this question (19) or provided the answer that both simulations are equally interesting (28) (see Table 3).

Table 3. The results of the class evaluation by the children.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class evaluation by the children</th>
<th>The number of children and the score from the post-test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low (0-4 points)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choosing a better simulation</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The level of satisfaction with the simulation was compared with the number of points obtained from the test. The \( \chi^2 \) test showed that the simulation assessment did not affect the result obtained in the whole test \((\chi^2=0.376, df = 2, p = .829)\).

Discussion

The lack of statistically significant differences in the post-test results of children of the “University of Children and Parents run by the Pedagogical University” in Krakow and children of the “Children’s University run by the House of Culture in Wadowice” shows that the use of proposed simulations for children aged 8-12 is possible regardless of the cultural environment, from which children come from. Therefore, these simulations can be used in any primary school.

The results obtained by participated children (see Figures 4 and 5) showed a relatively high level of correct answers - the average score in the post-test for the children working on the ‘sandwich simulation’ was 71%, for the ‘balancing of the reaction’ to 57%. Considering that it was a completely new subject for children with whom they had never met before (answers from...
a pre-test) and a very short time of classes (30 minutes), it seems that the obtained results are satisfactory. Therefore, it can be stated that the children understood what is involved in the reconciliation of the number of elements on the left and right sides. That is why the proposed activities can be carried out on a typical lesson at school (45 minutes) even by a teacher who does not know chemistry, e.g. maths teacher (during the experiment, the children worked individually with the work cards).

It also seems that a much lower percentage of correct answers was to the last 3 questions regarding ‘balancing chemical equations’:

- How many and what ‘Leftovers’ will be left to you? water [...]?
- hydrogen [...]?
- oxygen [...]?

It results from the much greater difficulty of this question compared to the other questions. All questions about sandwiches and the first two questions about chemical reaction equations only concerned the amount of ‘Reagents’ and ‘Products’ (the number of ‘Leftovers’ was equal to 0). In question 4 it was different. Detailed analysis showed that children, who did not answer this question correctly, left this field blank. This is probably due to their confusion. In this reaction equation water is a ‘Product’ and not a ‘Leftover’. Without knowing what to write - they left the answer to this question empty. This interpretation seems to be correct, because in answering the question 3 also regarding the number of water molecules in this equation - only formulated differently (If you use 3 molecules of hydrogen (H$_2$) and 2 molecules of oxygen (O$_2$) - how many molecules of water (H$_2$O) will be formed [...]?) in most cases they answered correctly (69.2%). It can therefore be considered that this type of question is too difficult for children of this age.

In the analysis of results - answers 4-6 correspond to him.

Figure 6. Simulation screen showing problems related to question IV.
(If you use 3 molecules of hydrogen (H$_2$) and 2 molecules of oxygen (O$_2$) - how many molecules of water (H$_2$O) will be formed [...]? How many and what ‘Leftovers’ will be left to you? water [...]?, hydrogen [...]?, oxygen [...]?)
From the above considerations, it appears that at the level of primary school, the tasks in which ‘Leftovers’ remain. You also can not ask questions that confuse children.

Considering the better results for ‘making sandwiches’ (Figure 4 in Appendix), it is recommended to translate children’ balancing of chemical reactions started from their closer everyday phenomenon (making sandwiches) to go to a more abstract one (matching the number of molecules in the reaction equations).

Because the research showed that the obtained results are not affected by the student’s preference for simulation or the assessment of classes by the respondents - it seems that regardless of the children’ interests, this simulation can be used and bring positive results. The obtained results showed a positive example of using the PhET simulation in a similar way as in the previously quoted studies (Carpenter, Moore, & Perkins, 2016a; 2016b; Clark & Chamberlain, 2014; Ganasen & Shamuganathan, 2017; Lancaster, Moore, Parson, & Perkins, 2013; Moore, Chamberlain, Parson, & Perkins, 2014; Padilla, Lynch, Diallo, Gore, Barraco, Kavak, & Jenkins, 2016).

Conclusions

The conducted research confirmed the main hypothesis and showed that the use of computer simulation allowed children aged 8-12 to understand the ideas of balancing chemical equations. Therefore, the process of teaching writing and balancing equations of chemical reactions can be divided into several stages. In the first stage children were familiarized only with the mathematical and combinational side of this process (using simulations that further visualize this process). This stage can take place in math or nature lessons, children do not have to be familiar with chemistry. The next step is to familiarize children with chemical formulas and principles regarding chemical changes (formation of new substances). Only at the end, children combined these skills - by writing and balancing equations of chemical reactions.

The spread of learning ‘writing and balancing chemical equations of reactions’ for a few years allowed children to better assimilate this activity. In chemistry classes, children writing equations of chemical reactions don’t think about the mathematical side of the process, they only focus on chemical knowledge (transformation of one substance into another).

Because the studies have shown the effectiveness of the use of this simulation regardless of the social and educational environment of children and regardless of their interest in the subject - this simulation can be used in any primary school.

Research has shown that for children it is easier to “make sandwiches” than “balancing chemical reactions”, so when working with this simulation, it is better to start with the activity known to children in everyday life “making sandwiches”. Obtained results have shown that it is possible to teach children how to balance equations of chemical reactions (without a chemical context). This allows the introduction of balancing chemical reactions at lower levels of education (e.g. on math lessons). In further chemical education, these children will have fewer problems with balancing chemical reactions. Further research should concern subsequent stages balancing chemical reactions.
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**Appendix**

**Instruction**

The students worked independently, each on their own computer, according to instructions provided to them. The teacher was helpful when the students needed help.
The manual contained 3 parts:

1. introduction to the subject,
2. learning to “make sandwiches”,
3. learning to balance the equations of chemical reactions on the models.

Part 1 - introduction to the subject

The students did not know the term “chemical reaction” before. This concept was explained by referring to the already known reactions from everyday life (see Figure 1 in Appendix).

There are various chemical reactions around us. You know them from everyday life, such as burning gas in the oven, pickling cucumbers, baking a cake. In order for these reactions to take place correctly, so that the dinner will be cooked and the pot will not be sooty, pickled cucumbers were tasty and the dough did not have a sad cake. The proportions (quantities) in which we add the individual ingredients are important.

To learn how to chemically save these proportions, we will first learn to “make sandwiches”.

Figure 1. The beginning of instructions for students - the introduction of the term “chemical reaction”.

Part 2 - learning to “make sandwiches”

The second part of the manual referred to the students’ daily skills of making sandwiches and, step by step, described how to make different sandwiches with given parameters using the simulation (Figure 2 in Appendix). Three such activities are described (Figure 3 in Appendix).
Part 2
Let’s make a sandwich with only 2 pieces of bread and 1 slice of cheese:

![Sandwich Diagram](image)

If in the field “Reagents” we choose 2 pieces of bread and 1 slice of cheese we will get 1 sandwich:

![Reagents Choice](image)

However, if we take, for example, 3 pieces of bread and 2 pieces of cheese, then we will still have only one sandwich, but we will have “Remnants” - an extra 1 slice of bread and an additional 1 slice of cheese.

![Remnants](image)

If we add 1 slice of bread, we will get 2 sandwiches:

![Adding Bread](image)

---

Figure 2. The instructions for students - part 2 - learning to “make sandwiches”.
Part 3 - learning to balance the equations of chemical reactions on the models

Part 3 of the instructions described, in an analogous manner, three chemical reactions:

- synthesis of the water molecule,
- synthesis of the ammonia molecule,
- and burning methane.

In the case of each of these chemical reactions, the students were tasked with performing 3 simulations according to a detailed instruction (compare Figure 4 in Appendix).
Part 3
First, let’s build a water molecule:

The model of the water molecule looks as follows:
The red circle is oxygen and white hydrogen
- this means that 1 molecule of water consists of 1 oxygen atom and 2 hydrogen atoms, just
like our first sandwich (2 pieces of bread and 1 piece of cheese):

However, oxygen and hydrogen do not exist as single atoms (free ball) - they can only be
observed when they are combined into molecules of 2 atoms:

1 hydrogen molecule is composed of 2 hydrogen atoms; 1 the oxygen molecule is composed
of 2 oxygen atoms

At the top of the screen we have a “recipe” to receive a water molecule,

![Chemical reaction diagram](image)

at the bottom is explained using models (balls) how to understand this record: from 2
molecules of hydrogen ($2H_2$) and one molecule of oxygen ($O_2$), 2 molecules of water
($2H_2O$) are formed:

![Chemical reaction model](image)

Figure 4. The instructions for students - part 3 - description of the formation of
a water molecule.
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